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· _ABSrfRACT

TH3 EFFEC'rS OF SELECfED WEIGHT

TRAINING PROGRAMS AND THEIR

RELAfIONSHIJ? 'fO DYNAlv;IC STaENG'fH

AND SPE~D IN THE 40 YARD DASH

by

William C. Webb

South ~ilwRukee Senior High

South Milwaukee, Wisqortsin

Fifty-two junior and senior non-athletes of the

South Milwaukee Senior High School, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin

participated in the study of the effects of selected weight

training programs and a relationship to their dynamic strength

and speed in the forty yard dash. Group El, E2, and E3 were

designated as the experimental groups and Cl as the control

group.

The four groups w'ere pre-tested for strength and speed,

followed by a training program for the experimental group.

The training session lasted the entire school year, meeting

twice per week. At the conclusion of the session the groups

were again~ tested for strength and speed.

The difference bet~een the pr~-test. means and the post-

- test means showed a marked lncre-ase in strength in the.~xper-

.imenta.l groups, ·while the corit~ol g.r:0updid -not· im-prove s1gni-.

ficaritly.
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The 2re and post test means also indicated that the experimental

groups had improved their speed in the 40 yard dash.

The t scores also indicated that the experimental

groups increased significantly in strength, but not

significantly in spep,d. Thirty-eisht of the fifty-two

subjects ran faster in the post-test. The control group

did not make significant gains in strength or speed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUC.TION

I"Tan has had a continual and everlasting battle for

survival during his existence on earth. He has had to develop

his str~tlgth and speed to remain alive in a 1>Jorld of C0nstant

violence. Early in history man found that he ~eeded strength

and speed to survive, comb8t, and conquer in order to live

in his environment.

Our. society, today ,doe-s not retain rr:any of the basic
.,

needs of speed ~nd strength to survive and maintain life.

With the inventions of our modern machinery, man has aquired

a great amount of leisure time. In order for man to retain a

wholesome degree of physical fi tness man has ha.d to rely on

recreational activities and sports.

- An athlete's abi '. i ty to move quickly has become an

effective means to eV8.1u8.te his potential in 8thletics. Two

of the main objectives in conditioning athl~.~es are to (1)

increase .running speed· and quickness, and (2) to increase

the dynamic strength of the athlete. In athletic compet-

ition, if all other factors are equal, it would seem logica.l

to assume that the athlete with the strongest leg power

would win the race.~

Albeck and Anderson (1)' state -th8.t recent trends in

athletics have brought to'tpe surf~ce_the success of weight
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training- in athletics. The improvement of athletics and

athletes through such a program cannot be accurately cal-

culatedover a short period of time as the program is geared

to build strength and endurance. These are never accomplished

in a short period of time.

During the past years there has been much controversy

over which method of weight_ training best contributes to the

speed and strength of an athlete. If one particular method

of training could be found which ~'lould be most effective,

training with programs which are less effective could be

eliminated.

Statement ££ the Problem

The intent of this study was to cO'!lpare three selected

types of weight training programs and their relationship to

strength increase and time decrease in the 40-yard dash.

Purpose of the Studz

The purpose of this study was to determine if a weight

training program will increase the dynamic strength as well

as improve the athlete's time in the 40~iard dash.

Need f.2.!: the Studz

A recent study by O'Shea (26) of Oregon State... University

has indicated that-there were significant increases in speed,

strength,and muscle hypertrophy within each_g!oupbut not

between each group. -:0' Shea. also indtca.ted that. there isa
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need for a longer term study-.

There is a need to determine which type of weight

tra.ining program is necessary to use in achieving the greatest

amount of strength and speed in the 40-yard dash. The results

of tris study would be beneficial to coaches and athletes engaged

in competitive athletics.

Delimitations

The sUQjects involved in this study were selected
..-

at random, therefore', it follows that they represent the
.-

averag~ non-skilled physical education performer. All of the

subjects were checked to see if they were following any other

type ,of rigorous training procedure that would introduce

other variables. There were no boys participating in athletics

or in any other rigorous actiVity.

'The range of this study was limited to the number

of students placed in the four groups by the author. Also,

the facilities available had influence on the number limited

to each group. The research period lasted thirty-two'weeks.

The length of the running wa~ limited to the 40-yard dash.

There was no limit or restriction on the amount of

weight a subject could lift as long as he stayed within his

repeti tion,ra.nge.
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Limitations

The author had no control over the subjects after

school hours, nor could human variables of diet, sleep, rest,

etc. be standardized for all participants. Reaction time,

somatotype, neuromusculer coordination, and athletic ability

'Nere othervarlables Nhlch could not be controlled.

HYJ2othesl~

It was hypothesized that a weight training program

will increasetl1e dynamic streng-th as i'lell as improve the

athlete's time in the 40-yard dash.

Definition of Terms

Bench Press - subject will lay on bench on his back, feet on

floor, the weight will be spotted to him at arms

length over the chest, the weight will then be

lowered to the chest and then returned to starting

position.

Control Group - they are measured only at the start and the

- . conclusion of the testing period, referred to

as Group Cl.

~ - subjects will be standing, weight held at arms

length, weight is then lifted to shoulder

level and then returned to starting position•

. Experimental Group, -- groups _referr-ed to-.as El ,E2, and E3.



Repetition -

Set -

Spotter -

~-Half Squat -

Somatotype -

5

repeated.

any number of repetitions will equal

one set.

spot the weight to the lifter, he-is

also present for safety reasons.

a power rack was used in this exercise for_

safety reasons. The lifter was measured

at shoulder height for starting, the

lifter then squatted to a position in

which his thighs were parallel to the

floor, the distance was measured between

the two points and this determined the

position for the half squat.

this refers to the various body types which

are a limitation to this study, Sheldon's

mesomorph, endomorph, ectomo~ph. (12)

:....=;. ...-.



CHAl-'TEfi II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

There is no subject quite 8S fascinating to most

young men as the subject of strength. The principle source

of their conversation may be the deeds of their f~vorite

athletic hero; such as Jim 'l'aylor of the Green Bay Packers

(who is retired) or maybe wilt Chamberlin or Paul Anderson.

Young athietes set goals for themselves and try to be like

these gree.t athletes. Weight lifting offers the young e-thlete

the seme qualities.

The Greek wrestler,-Milo of Croton, who won fame in

the ancient Olympic Games, is the first weight lifter of

note in recorded history. The story has-been told of how

young ~1ilo, to strengthen htmself for all-out wrestling

contests that frequently ended in death for the vanq~ished,

practiced lifting a young' bull and walking with it on his

shoulders daily as it grew to its fullest size. (9)

This principle of progressive weight lifting from

light to heavy is the seme system we follow today with the

use of barbells and dumbbells. Competing in an era when men

were killed when they lost a match, Milo's strength and

development were of great value to him in his long. reign as

a champion.
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There is evidence that ,.reight lifting in some form

existed in EgyDt, Ireland, China, and Greece prior to the

Christian era. (8) In China, it is known thst during the

later yeers of the Chou dynesty(1122 - 249 B. C.) the

special examination for military service included a demon

strationof the cRndidate's abi 1. i ty to lift hea.vy weiC2;hts.

Other evidence shows that the early Greeks used dumbbells

while practicing the broad jump. (8) These athletes would

run down the runway and just 8.8 they would leave the ground

cast off the heavy weight.

In, 1896, weight lifting was included in the events

in the modern Olympics and by, 1912, it had become a w'ell

organi zed sport, al though primeri ly an event for ls.rge,

heavy men. (3) Now weight lifting is classed according to

body weight. This gives the lighter lifter a fair chance

in lifting competition. This is the same nrinclple used in

bOXing and wrestling.

About this same time the British Amateur Weight

Lifting Association was organized. There were 42 different-

styles of lifting recognized. At this time Germany and

France recognized only 7 lifts. Today, all international

competition, such as the annual ~orld-~hampionships and the

Ol~pic Games are under the jurisdiction of the International

Weight Lifting Federation l4'nicl;t -hasi ts headquart~r-s in
- .~ .

Pa~is. (8) Seven standard lift!3 are recognized brthis__
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organization, four one-hand lifts, and three two-hand lifts.

Only the two-hand lifts are used in competition.

Today, Russia, the United States and Egypt dominate

the i"1eight lifting world, but this has not alwGiys been true.

;.~orld champions have come from allover the world wi th

Eurooe producing her share. Many of these European lifters

were resuonsi ble for spreading the interest in rl>,reight 1ifting

throughout the world. Some of these famous strongmen were

Josef Steinbach, Arthur Saxon, George Backenschmidt, and

Ronald Walker. (8)

The- history of weight lifting in the United St8tes

is a record of gradual growth and development since 1850.

Prior to 1850 there is very little mention of weight lifting

in the United States. It has been established that the

colonists had some knowledge of lifting dumbbells. Ben Franklin,

in a letter to his son, strongly recommended lifting dumboells

to improve his health. (8)

Sandow's exibitions in America showed a trim, well

proportioned man could be strong, and by lifting weights,

he retained his Greek-godlike physique. One of the greatest

native North American strongmen of all time, a contemporary

of Sandow, Louis Cyr, had convinced many casual observers

that his ponderous size was due to the fact that he lifted

weights, rather than to a combination of body typ~ and-appetite. (8)
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Cyr, a 69 inch Canad~an who weighed approximately 300

pounds, performed great feAts of strength, just prior

to the turn of the century, to gain fame as the strong

est man in the world.

During this period of weight lifting in America a

new business was in the making. This was the erB of the

mail order instructor. Men like Sand01'l, Edmund Desbonnet,

Alan Calvert, Mark Berry and Bob Roffman (who later bought

the Hilo Barbell Co. fr·om Alan Calvert) sold secrets ofthelr

strength to the public. (8)

Today, this is still a big business. Bob Hoffman,

since the 1930' s has proba.bly been one of the most dominant

figures in weight lifting. Hoffman has been the Olympic

Weight Lifting Coach since 1912, and was the founder of the

Hoffman Foundation in York, Pennsylvania. (5) Although

Hoffman has had many imitators who have published books,

magazines, courses, and sold apparatus, he has retained

a lead ln the field through his sponsorship of amateur

welght lifting competition. Hoffman has made generous

contributions in financial assistance to the A.A.U.

and to the Olympic funds. He also personally sponsored trips

to Europe during non-Olympic years that resulted in four

world ch~pionship teams for the United States. (8)

Weight liftlng became- an offlc-lal A.A.U. sport in
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America during 1939. The A. A. U. is affi liat_ed wi th the

International Fuderation of Weight Lifting. The majority

of countries throughout the world where weight lifting

is an established snort, belon~ to this organization. (5)

The first official weight liftingA.A.U. chamDion~

ships were conducted in 1929 at the old German-American

Athletic Club in New York. (5) Most of the lifters had a

great deal of experi~nce in the old country.before making

their home in New York. The greatest lift of the day was

performed by Willie Rhorer who militRry pressed 187, snatched

203, and clean and jerke~ 286. Rhorer was a heavy weight.

In comDaring the heavy weight champion today, Bob Bednarski

(military press 4561t,-snatch 340, and clean and jerk 4861s-)

(31) you a.re able to see the irrT,rovement that weight lifting

has gone through over the past fifty yea.rs in the United States.

There have been a great many American lifters who

have contributed to the iron gRme. These men include such

greats as John Davis, John Terpak, Steve Stanko (the·-first

man in the world -to total 1, 006 pounds in the three lifts)

Tommy Kono, Nobert Schemansky, and Paul Anderson.

Since World War II weight lifting has achieved wide-

spread popularity and acceptance. It is still misunderstood

by many, l:?ut much of the stigma once associated with it

has been removed. In th~ United St8te~ it 1s becoming

:"""' ...,.....
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an integral part of the phYcsical educ8tion program, being

introduced along with other sports in the curriculum,

both on the secondary and college level. Athletes and

coaches are more and more employing weight exercises as a

means of condi tioning, and physicians are using w·eight

training as 8 therapeutic measure. (11) The literature

pertaining to the snort is continually improving. Publishers

of magazines devoted to w·eight training are making a con

scious effort to provide accurate information on the sUbject.

Also,research reoorts and articles or" evaluation are appear-

ing in the professional physical education literature.

For many years coaches did not let their athletes

lift weights. In some cases, "this is still true today. This

prejudice is the result of alack of knoT!Jledge concerning

the nature of the activi ty and the ba.slc physiological

principles of conditioning. Today, our coaches and physical

educators are realizing the importance of weight lifting and

wefghttraining. As an indication of the general trend in ath-

letics toward the use of weight training we find the following

names of famous athletes who are weight lifters; Bob Richards (5),

Frank Stranahan (5), Randy Matson (31), Bob Feller (10), Mal

Whitfield (5), Parry O'brien (5), Dick Cleveland (8) and

many other athletes. All of.these athletes are in different

sports .and this is evidence" that weight" training can be lncor-
. - .

porated into any ath.1etic activi ty.
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Contrary to popular opinion,weight lifting and

weip;ht training require a great dea,l of skill. ' To prove

this all you have to do is try to lift a heavy barbell.

Skill is a fundamental .L. equi rement to success 1.':'1 ';fei3:'r; t

lifting. It reduces the possibility of injury and it insures

that the desired muscles are exer~ised properly. (8)

A carry-over sport is one which can be continued

profitably throughout life and this is true for weight

lifting and weight training. It can be continued competi t-

ively long after other sports are discontinued, and it can

be continued in' the form of weight tra,ini ng: throughout

the entire life span. (8)

PUBLISHED MATERIAL

Counsilman (22) stated in his research material that

weight training does not cause muscle-boundness or cause
.

the athlete to decrease in speed. Weip:ht training seemed to

improve power, sneed, strength and flexibility. The effect

upon agility and coordination needs more research. It also

.seems that no type of single exercis'e··develops strength

and endurance. The author fe~t that weight training had a

definite place in the physical education program.

Steinhaus.(29) stated that the strength of a muscle

is in direct proporti.on to the area of its cross section.
". - - -

Whe~ ~,muscle' 1:?ecomes stronger through the result of exercise

a:nd. ,hYp'erthrophies~ the muscle cells do not increase. in m:Ull.per, -
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__ but become larger.. This largeness or thickness is dependent

upon the work done per minute or per second. IvIuscleswill

grow larger as the result of exercise which is progressive.

Progressive exercise will tax the muscle to its linit8.nd with

this hypertrophy comes greater strenrrth.

Breckenridge and Vincent (2) indicated that no new

muscle fibers are acquired after birth. Any increase in a

muscle comes from an increase in length, breadth, and thickness

of the present fibers.

Clark a.nd Henry (21) meE/sured arm strength, effective

arm illS.SS, and speed of a lateral aaductive arm movement in

sixty-two college men before and after a ten week program

of weight training for one group and of no activity for a

second group. They found that the weight training exercises

(which did not directly involve the lateral arm test movement)

apparently cause increased mean arm strength in the test

position and increased mean speed of the test movement.

AlSO, in those cases where no changes were involved in the

relationship between arm strength/mass ratio and speed,

there was no consistant correlation between individual

differences in strength/mass ratio and maximal sneed of arm

movement, which was felt to support the theo~y ,of high

neuromotor· specificity.

~lt
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_ . Zorbas and Karpovich (37) used 600 in-enrang;ing in age

from eighteen to thirty to determine the effect of weight

lifting upon the soeed of muscular contraction. The subjects

were divided into ~wo groups of 300 men each. One group

consisted of men who had never particio8.ted in weight training,

ani the other group was cOillnosed of weight lifters who had

been participating in 8 weight training program for

a minimum of six months and were still engaged in this

program. The subjects were tested for soeed of 8 rotary

movement of the arm. The results showed that the weight

lifting group was significantly faster than the non~weight

lifting group in performing a rotary motion of the arm.

Wilkin'~ (35) study revealed that one semester of

weight training has no slowing effect on the speed of arm

movement; however, it was also revealed that neither does it

increase speed of movement more than 8 semester of SWimming

or golf. He also goes on to S8_y tha.t the chronic weight

..Jifter is not muscle-bound in the sense that his speed of move-

ment is impaired.

Chui (20) measured the speed of the stan~ing press,

curl, supine press, trunk extensions, squat, and sit-up to

determine the effects of an isometric and isotonic training

program upon the speed of these movements. He found tha~_

gains in strength exerted in performing a movement are

-.
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.. accompained by gains in the speed of execution of the ~arne

movement measured aga.inst resist.s:nce and against no resistance.

He found no difference in speed gain from isotonic or

isometric programs.

Capen (is) tested leg stren~th after three different

programs of knee bends of varying repetitions. The first

grouo did three sets of'nine to ten reDetitions, the second

group did three sets of five to six repetitions, and the

third group did three sets of two to three repetitions. The'

results showed t~at there was no significant difference

between the three systems of training, with all three training

procedures resulting in improvement of both static and dynamic

strength.

Berger (15) used seventy-nine male subjects in a study."

to determine which proportions of maximum leg strength used

in training were effective for increasing leg strength used

in training were effective for increasing leg strength with

one maximum effort performed each week. Three groups trained

twice weekly at 66 per cent, 80 per cent, and 90 per cent,

maximum effort respectively plus one session per week at

maximum effort. The results showed that training wi thtl'10-

thirds maximum effort for one set, three times per week

would not increa.se strength in a six week period. However,

a significant increase in· leg strength did occur after two·

weeks of. tra1nilJ.g tw:.:i:..ce w'eeklywi th two-thirds or.. more
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maximum effort and at least one maximum dynamic effort per-

formed on the third weekly training session.

Alexander, et &., (13) did a study involving varsity

ice hockey players, and found that the speed of shooting

in the skating slap wrist shots improved significantly in

association with a five week program o~ selected exercises

designed to strengthen the particular muscle groups of the

hand, arms, and the shoulder active in these two types of

shots.

Whitley and Smith (36) studied various methods of

str~ngth development to determine which was the most

influential in causing a speed increase ina horizontal

flexion movement of the arm. The methods they used were

isometric-isotonic, dynamic overload, and free swing. They

found that regardless of the type of strengthing

exercises used, increasing the strength of a muscle involved

in a specific movement makes it possible for faster movement

of the limbs.

McGraw and Burnham (17) indicate that no single method

is adequate in achieving maximum development of both strength

and endurance. - They also state the.t isotonic and isometric·

methods appear to be best effective for persons who-are

strong initially.

: "" ..,.....
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HcClements (25) study revealed th:3t the four training

progr~'lms investigated. ~iere eqw;1.1ly effective in causing

incre8.se in tr,e p01{er of the J eg fond thigh muscles us~:d in

the vertlcle jump. He also states that strength is related

to power, but gains in strength are not related to gains in

power.

Berger and Henderson (14) conclude that dynamic

leg strength and static leg strength are both related to leg

. power. They.also state that neither leg strength nor static

strength is more related to leg power than the other.

Bender and Kaplan (16) indicate that strength

necessary to perform a dynamic movement can be measured by

isometric techniques. They also indicate that failure in

a given movement may be caused by a lack of strength only

at a specific region in the range of the motion, and

that some external assistance in passing through that region

can produce success.

Thompson and Stull (34) found that speed in swim-

ming was improved through direct practice, but found that..

weight training alone and a combination of both swimming and

weight training to be detrimental to speed in sWimming.

It has been suggested that interference may occur when foreign

activities to the skill are in~roduced.
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It has previously be~n stated that leg power is

one of the main e'sseritials for running speed. Gray, et &.,

(24) studied the relationship between leg power as measured

by the verticle jump a.nd speed of leg movement as measured

by the bicycle ergometer. He found that a +.470 correlation

existed between leg sneed and leg pm-rer, this being significant

at the 0.1 ner cent level of confid~nce.

This would seem to indicste that there is a relation-

ship between leg strength and running sneed, .8.S nas been

pointed out by several studies. TIT-ever, other studies have,

- revealed that there is no relationshi p bet~'1een the two.

Chui (19) tested twenty~two subjects on the sixty-yard

dash before and after a three month weight training program.

Seventeen of the subjects showed improvement, four showed no

difference, e.nd one ran slower by 0.1 seconds as a. result

of the weight training nrogram. Of the seventeen who ran

faster, the mean increase was 0~33 seconds, with the individual

increases ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 seconds. These results

seem~9 indicete the probability of -increasing running

speed through training with systematic weight training

exercises. -

Schultz (27) utilized three training meth6ds (direct

practice, repetitive sprinti~g, and weight trafning),to

determine their effects on motor performance- tests •. He found

-
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that direct practice of the zig-zac; run iSS superior to both

weight training and repetitive sprinting in improvement of

performance in this event. Also, a combination of weight

training and repetitive sprinting caused a slight improvement

in speed in the sixty yard dash over the repetitive sprinting

program alone. He concluded by saying lithe superiority of

weight training in the improvement of motor activities is not

corroborated when it is compared with other intensive training

programs.

Dintiman (23) used a flexibility training program,

a weight training program, and a combination flexibility-

weight training program to determine which would have the

most significant effect on sprinting speed. He found that

both the fleXibility and the weight training programs, when

used as a supplement to sprint training, did not improve

running speed significantly more than the sprint training

program alone.

Start, et al., (28) states that speed has considerable

similarity to power and little to strength and·that the

latter two factors appeared reasonably separate entities.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

To the best of -the investigators knowledge thei!" has

been no previous study. concerning weight training programs

and their relationship_ to_~!?:e 40 yard-dash at South Milwaukee
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High School, South Mihv9ukee, Wi"scons in.

UNPUBLISFED MAT€RIAL

Meisel (44) did a study to determine the effect of a

wei~ht trainin~ program on sprinting speed over a distance

of ten yards. The weight training pro~ram consisting of

arm curls, shoulder press, heel raises, squats, rig;ht and

left flexion, and right and left gluteous pull sip;ni-

ficantly increased the strength of the legs 9smeasured by a

back and leg dynamometer. However, the program caused a

l~ss of speed significant at the 2 per cent level of confidence

in running the distance of ten yards.

Ness and Sh9.ros (45) conducted a weight training program

for four weeks to determine the effect of l'1eight training

on leg strength on the vertical jump. The weight training·

program consisted of deep knee bends and heel raises with

heavy resistance of weights. Their results shol),Ted that the

weight training group increased signiflc9ntly over the control

group in both vertical jumping ability and leg strength as

measured by the back and leg dynamometer.

Brown and Riley (40) did a similar study using two

groups of freshman basketball players at Springfield College.

One group participated in a fiye week weight training program

_consisting only of heel raises, while the other attended
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the regular physical educatlonclasses. The results of this

study showed that a 'l'relght tr81ning program of five weeks

using only the heel raising exercise significantly increase

vertical jumping ability and leg strength.

Falin (42) used three different training methods to

develop leg strength and vertical jumping ability. The

first group participated in a weight training pro~ram and

did jumping exercises with a weighted belt, the second group

participated in a weight training program and did jumping.

exercises without a weight belt, and the third group was
-

limi ted .. to a program of weight training alone. The results

showed that both grouDs after using the jumping exercises had

significantly increased in leg strength, with the group using

the weighted belt being the most effective in the improvement

of vertical jumping ability and leg strength.

Baldini's (38) study was to determine if weight training

had any effects on students who scored lO'l'rer than the thirtieth

percentile on the "PFR" physical fitness test given each

fall at the Universi ty of Tennessee,. and were thus required to

take a quarter of weight training. They were tested on the

"PFR" (which included two-minute sit-ups; pull-ups, and a

250 yard shut~le. run), chalk jump, and grip strength at the

beginning-and end of the quarter. After the quarter of

weight-~raining, ther~ was no significant difference in
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group strength, vertical jump, or sit-uDs;while performance

on the shuttle run and pull-ups increased significantly

at the 1 per cent level of confidence.

Brown (41) tested fifty-eight subjects enrolled in a

weight training class at The University of Tennessee for

reaction time and speed of movement, and found that there

W8.S no significant difference in improvement of either as a

result of the weight training program.

Barnes (39) used two groups of junior high school boys

in a study to determine the effect of. weight training on

speed in the one hundred yard d8sh. One group attended the

regular physical education classes, and the other partici

pated in a weight training program consisting of half-

squats, curls, and knee bends. He concluded by saying, "It

appears that within the limitations of this study that a t'leight

training program tends to increase speed in ninth grade

jurnior high school boys."

Reynolds (46) used a squat jump-knee bend program to

determine its effects on speed in the one hundred yard dash

in freshmen enrolled in a winter quarter weight training

class at The University of Tennessee. The results Sh01'fed

that twelve of the subjects ran faster, three ran slower,

and four showed no difference. He_ concluded· by saying that

heavy resistance exercises will probably in<?re.ase speed in
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the one hundred yard dash in freshmen boys.

Walters (48) tested thirty-five subjects on speed in

the one hundred yard dash before and after a weight training

program of squat jwnps and knee bends~ Ten of the subjects

ran faster, sixteen ran slol'Jer, and nine showed no d.ifference.

The results of the study showed very little difference in

speed in the one hundred yard dash after a period of weight

training.

Sweeting (47) did a.study to determine the effectiveness

of running, weight training, and a combination of these on

sprinting speed over a distance of thirty yards. He found

that running improved speed significantly more tha.n the

weight training program, and also found running.to be as

effective as the combination program. The results sho;'Ted

that the program of weight training alone did 'riotimprove

speed more than a program of no "'Ileight ·tr8.ining at all.

Helixon (43) used first year high school. track per

formers in a study to determine the effects of weight training

on running and jumping ability. The exper~ment group partici

pated in a program of half-squats, arm press behind head, and

curls, while the control group T/JaS not involved in any formal. -
exercise program. The results showed that there was n~

significant differences between the two groups in the vertical

jump, one hundred yard dash, running broad jump, or mile

run.



CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

This chapter is concerned with the selection of

subjects, the testing apnaratus and procedures, and the

administration of. the weight training program.

SUBJEC'rS

The subjects used in this study were fifty-two male

students enrolled in the junior and senior physical education

classes at South Milwaukee High School. The subjects selected

were non-athletes which eliminated the problem of conflicts

wi th the coaching staff. ·Due to schedule conflicts, the sub

jects ~'lere limi ted to t~.;row·orkouts per week. None of the

fifty-two participants was involved in any vigorous activity

outside of class such as athletics.

The subjects were all put through a two week condition-

. ing program before being randomly assigned. - to a specific _

group. This was done. to (1) reduce the possibilities of

injury, (2) teach the subjects the proper methods of lifting

weights, and (3) aid the subjects in a starting point in

the amount of poundage to be lifted.

The age of the subjects r~nged from sixteen to nineteen

with the-mean age being sixteen point seven:.
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The subjects in the classes met for fifty-two minutes

per day, two days per week through_ the' entire school year -

and followed the attendance regulations set up by the invest

igator. The subjects were informed that they 1"1ere participat

ing in a study and were urged to put fourth~aximum effort on

the tests that would be used.
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2tpounds in the arm curl, and 5 pounds in the one-half squat.

SUbjects who were unable to perform the required number of

repetitions used the weight of the prior week. If they were

able to handle more weight than indicated for the required

amount of repetitions they were not restricted.

StoE Watches

The stop watches used in this study were manufactured

by Sportcraft, and were calibrated to the nearest one-tenth of

a second. ---

Tape Measure

A steel tape measure was used to take all body

measurements to the nearest one-quarter inch.
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TESTING PROCEDURES

Height and Weight

All subjects were measured for height and weight

on the scales and stadiometer at the South ftlilwaukee

High School training room at the beginning and end of the

study. Height WAS recorded to the nearest one-half inch,

and weight was recorded to the nearest pound.

Leg Strength

All subjects were tested for leg strength on the

power rack. The subjects were given instructions to te.ke

a position under the bar on the rack with the bar~behind the

head. The pins were removed by the spotters and the subject

squated to the half squat position and returned to the

starting posit'ion. All subjects were instructed to keep

their back straight, look up to the ceiling, inhale on the

way down, and exhale on the way up. Subjects were given

three chances at a maximum weight if they felt they could

lift more.

Bench Press

All subjects were tested for st!ength in the bench

press. The subjects were given instructions to lie on the

bench on their back. They were to take their proper grip,

give the ~potter a ye~bal signal, bring th~ weight down to the

chest at nipple level and- pre·ss the we1gh.t to arms length~ in .
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r~q~ired form. All subjects were required -to press the weight

evenly with -both arms, buttocks were to remain on the bench as

were the shoulders. Subjects were also given three attempts

to lift.what ever poundage they could handle.

Arm Strength

All subjects were tested for arm strength in the arm

curl. Subjects were inctructed to- use the E-Z curl ber.

All of the subjects were in the standing position at the

stert and fihish of the lift. The lift was st8.rted wi th

the_ weight at arms length and then curled to the finish.

Subjects were instructed to keep their feet flat on the

floor and not to have any swaying or jerking motions in the

lift. Subjects were given three chances to perform the lift.

Sneed,

All sUbjects were tested for speed on the South

Milwaukee High School track. This assured that there would

be no difference in the running surfece for the ini tial and

final tests.

The timer was placed at a mark forty yards-from the

starting posi tiona The runners ~'1ere instructed to start

when they were ready and the timer \'1ould start the wetch on

his first initial move. All subjects were permitted to take

a brief warm-up if desired. Subjects were permitted a maximum

of th~e~ trial~~if they so desirad. The best time was -reco~deQ.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The current investigation TiT8.S designed to determine

the effect of three selected weight training programs and

their relationship to time in the forty yard dash. The data

were recorded prior to and following an eight month training

period.

This chapter consists of a report on the statisticaL

data pertaining to the four groups of subjects and an analysis

of the statistical treatment of this data.

Statistical Treatment

The da.ta were statistically tre,ated wi th an analysis

of covariance to compensate for the difference in the mean

scores of the treatment at the beginning and to adjust

the post mean scores.

The analysis 'of cova.riance revealed that the statistical

treatment was significant and further investigation was done

to determine where the significance was located. The statistical

data was then analyzed by the use of a t test. The t test was

statistically analyzed within and between the four groups to

determine where the test was significa.nt.
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Forty Yard Dash

TABLE I

40 Yard Dash

Ini tial and Fina.l Scores

Group Total Mean Total Mean F

The analysis of the forty yard dash revealed an F = 11.73

which was significsnt at the .01 per cent level of confidence.

Since the obtained F is -significant further treatment of this

data is necessary to determine where the level of significance

is located. Further analysis will be determined by the

statistical treatment of the ttest-;
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TABLE II

40 Yard Dash

t-Test Within Each Group

Group Pre-test
Mean

S.D. Post-test
fvlean

S.D. Diff. t

El 5.38 .2 '3 5.2} .22 .15 .16

E2 5.59 .29 5.27 .27 • '32 .28

E'3 5.56 .32 5.'35 .27 .21 .18

Cl 5.50 .19 5.52 .18 -.02 -.03

(df=24)

A t test was used within each group to determine if

there were significant differences. In order to be signi

ficant the obtained t must exceed a value of 2.06.

The t value for each of the groups did not reach the

.05 per cent level of confidence. The statistical treatment

used has indicated. that there is no significant differences

within each of the four groups ~ested in the 40 yard d8sh.

The experimental groups all had a faster time in the

-final analysis of the post test means. The control group

ran slower in the-post test than on the pre test.
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TABLE III

40 Yard Dash

t-Test Between Groups

Group Pre-Test S.D. Post-Test S.D. Diff. t
Mean 1"lean

E1 E2 5.48 .27 5.25 .24 .23 .70

E1 E) 5.47 . .28 5.28 .25 .19 .63

El Cl 5.44 .21 5.37 .25 .07 .28

E2 E) -5.58 .30 5.)1 .26 .47 -.67

E2 Cl 5.54 ... .24 5.40 .25 .14 .32

E) C1 5.53 .26 5.4) .24 .10 .25

(df=25)
-

The obtained t must exceed a value of 2.05 in order to

be significant. The t test revealed that 'there 1Ms no

significant differences between the four groups.

The ana1ys~s of the pre and post test meens indicate

that all of the groups ran faster in the post test.
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TABLE IV

Bench Press

Initial and Final Scores

Group Total Me8.n Total Mean F

l- 1815 139.6 2330 179.2

2. 1460 112.3 2450 188.4

}. 1605 12'3.4 2295 176.5

4. 1820 140.0 1870 143.8

-32.52*

(af-;';4H)

*Statist1cally_s1gn1ficant at the .01~ level of confidence

The analysis of the bench press revealed an F = 32.52

which was significant at the .01 per cent level of confidence.

Since the obtained F is significa.nt further treatment of this

d-ata is necessary to determine where the level of significance

is located. Further analysis was determined by the

statistical treatment of the t test.
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TABLE V

Bench Press

t-Test Within Each Group

Group Pre-'Test S.D. Post-Test S.D. Diff. t
Mean Mean

E1 139.6 18.53 179.2 24.48 39.6 -4.65*

E2 112.3 23.14 173.9 52.75 61. 6 -3.85*

E3 123.4 14.63 176.53 24.69 53.1 -6.66*

C1 140.0 . 32.21 143.8 32.02 3.8 -0.29

(df=24)

*Significent at the .01% level of confidence

A t test was used within each group to determine if

there were significant differences. In order to be significant

the obtained t must exceed a value of 2.06.

The t va.lue for each of the experimentgl groups exceeded

2.06 and the control group failed to exceed the necessary score.

The statistice.l treatment revealed that there was a significant

difference within the experimental groups at the .01 per cent

level of confidence. All of the t values showed an inverse

relationship. ·Group E3 had the highest t followed by Groups

El and E2 respectively.
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TABLE VI

Bench Press

t-Test Between Groups

Group Pre-Test S.D. Post-Test S.D. Diff. t
Mean fJIean

E1 E2 125.9 24.3 183.8 25.0 57.9 -10.9*

E1 E3 132.5 17.9 177.8 23.6 46.3 -13.5*

El Cl 139.'9 26.4 161.5 32.6 21.7 - 5.1*

. ,E2 E3 117.8 19.4 182.5 25.4 64.7 -13.9*

E2 Cl 126.1 31.2 -166.1 36.0 40.0 - 5.0*

E3 C1 131. 7 26.6 160.1 31.9 28.4 - 5.1*

(df=25)

*Statistlca.lly significant at the .01% level of confidence

'rhe obtained t must exceed a value of 2.05 in order to

be significant. The t test revealed that there wps a signi-

fic8.nt difference between all of the groups at the .01 per

cent level of confidence.

The statistical treatment revealed the,t all of the groups

had an inverse relationship. The highest t value was found,

between groups E2 and E3.- ,
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'rABLE VII

Half Squat

Initial and Final Scores

The an8lysis of the half squat revealed an F = 37.90

which was significant at the .01 per cent level of confidence.

Since the obtained F is signific8nt further treatment of this

data is necessary to determine where the level of significance

is located. Further analysis will be determined by the

statistical treatment of the t test. .
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TABLE VIII

Half Squat

t-Test Within Each Group

Group Pre-Test S. D. Fost-Test S. D. Diff. t
Mean Hean

E1 271. 5 45.9 425.0 71.7 153.5 -6.49*

E2 236.9 34.4 481.5 68.3 244.6 -11. 52*
-

E3 .- 271. 9 49.9 417.3 _ 68.4 165~4 ~7.03*

C1 257.6 57.1 ..~. 274.6 57.6 . 17.0 -0.75

(df=24)

*Statistically significant at the .01% level of confidence

A t test was used within each group todeter~ine if

there were significsnt differences. The obtained t must

exceed a value of 2.06 in order to be significant.

The t vslue for the experimentsl-groups was signi~icant

at the .01 per cent level of confidence and all of the scores

had an inverse reletionship. The control group did not reach

the needed t value and was not si~nificant at the .05 per cent

level of confidence.
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TABLE IX

Half Squa.t

t-Test Between Groups

Group Pre~Test S.D. Post-Test S.D. Diff. t
Hean Hean

E1 E2 254.2 42.6 453.2 72.9 199.0 -12.7*

E1 E3 271. 7 46.1 430.0 69.1 153.8 -13.8*

El C1 264.6 50.2' 349.8 97.7 85.2 - 5.3*

E2 E3 Z54.4 44.7 458.2 71.3 203.8 -13.6*

E2 C1 247.3 46.4 378.0 119.9 130.7 - 5.2*

E3 Cl 264.8 52.0 354.8 101. 7 GO.O - 5.3*

(df=25)

*statistically significant at the .01% level of confidence

The obtained t must exceed a value of 2.05 in order

to be significant. The t test revealed that there was a

significant difference between all of the groups at the~~Ol

per cent level of confidence.

The statistical treatment revealed that all of the groups

had an inverse relationship. The highest t value was found

between groups El and E3.
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~ 'rABLE X

Arm Curl

Initial and Final Scores

Group Total Mean Total, f1ean F

1- 1085 83.4 1)85 106.5

2. 970 74.6 1485 114.2

). - 1110 85.3 1440 110.7

4. 1045- 80.3 1140 87.6

25.31*

(df=48)

*Statistically significant at the one per cent level

The analysis of the arm curl revealed an F = '25.31

which was significant at the .01 per cent level of confidence.

Since the obt8~ned F'is significant further treatment of

this data is necessary to det'ermine where the level of sig

nificance is located. Further analysis will be determined

by the statistical treatment of the t test.
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TP,BLE XI

Arm Curl

t-Test Within Each Group

Group Pre-Test n n Post-Test S.D. Diff. t.:> • l..J •

Mean Mean

E1 73.2 10.9 104.8 11.6 )1. 6 -5.47*

E2 74.6 11. 0 114.2 20.0 )9.6 -6.22*

E) 85.3- 12.8 110.7. 1).0 25.4 -5.00*

C1 80.) 13.6 87.6 14.8 . 7~J -1.)1

(df=24)

*Statistically significant at the .01% lavel of confidence

A t-test was used within each group to determine if

there were significant differences. The obtained t must

exceed a value of 2.06 in order to be significant. _

The t value for the experimental groups was significant

at the .01 per cent level of confidence and all of the scores

had an inverse relationship.' The control group did not reach

the needed t value and was not significant at the .05 per

cent level of confidence.
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TABLE XII

Arm Curl

t-Test Between Groups

Group Pre-Test S.D. Post-Test S.D. Diff. t
Mean Mean

.
El E2 79.0_ 12.6 110.3 16.2 31. 3 -11. 8*

E1 E3 84.4 12.6 108.6 12.0 24.2 -16.6*

El Cl 81. 9 13.0 97.1 15.8 15.2 - 6.7*

E2E3 80.0 12.7 . 112.5 16.3 32.5 -13.5*

E2 Cl 77.5 12.2 100.9 21. 5 23.4 - 6.1*

E3 C1 82.8 12.9 99.2 17.6 16.4 - 7.1*

(df=25)

*Statistically significant at the .01% level of confidenc.

The obtained t must exceed a value of 2.05 in order

to be significant. The t test revealed that there was a

significant difference between all of the groups at the .01

per cent level of confidence.

The statistical treatment revealed that all of the

groups had an inverse relationship. The highest tvalue

was found between groups El and E3.
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TABLE XIII

Ranking of the Groups

---
Group 40 yard dash bench press squat curl

Rank

El 1 2 3 3 9*

E2 2 1 1 1 5*

E3 3 3 2 2 ·10*

Cl 4 4 4 4 16*

*Points were awarded to 1st through 4th places. They were

totaled and the group with the least amount was placed 1st etc.

The results of the averages of the post-test scores

indicate thatgro:up E2 ranked as the strongest in the weight

training exercises and was the second fastest in the forty

yard dash. Group El was second, followed by Group E3 and

the Control Group.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

This study was concerned with determining the effects

of a weight training program designed to increase dynamic

strength and decrease time in the forty-yard dash. Fifty-two

subjects enrolled at South Milwaukee High School were used

as subjects in this study. The subjects were given pre and

post tests to determine their initial and final scores in

strength and speed. They were tested on the bench press,

one-half squat, curl and the forty-yard dash.

The fifty-two subjects were randomly selected into

four groups. Group El did two-five repetitions, group E2

did eight-ten repetitions, group E) did fourteen-fifteen

repetitions, and group Cl was the control group and did not

participate in the weight training program.

The experiment program ran for a period of eight months,

with the first three groups meeting twice a week for fifty-two

minutes a period.

The experimental groups increased in strength at the

.01 per cent level of confidence._ In the bench press Group

E} had the highest t value. In the half-squat Group E2 had

tn_e highest t value. In the arm curl Group E2 had the high

est t value.- The control group did not make any significant

~·.increaS_es in strength or improvemerlt.. in time in the for~y~

;yard ·da~h•.

:.-..:" ...-.
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The first three groups experienced an improvement in

time in the forty-yard dash as a result of the experimental

program; however this was not a statistically significant

decrease. Even though be results w"ere not stEltistically

significRnt a decrease of one-tenth of a second in time is

observably and practically significant. The results sho~ed

that of the fifty-two participants 38 ran fester, 4 ran

slower, and 10 did not improve in time.

The mean averages of the pre and post test in the forty

yard dash revealed that Group E1 had the fastest pre-test

mean-and "also retained the fastest time in the post-test mean

average.
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CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this study, the following

conclusions were made:

1. A concentrated program of bench presses will increase

strength in the chest significantly at the one per cent level

of confidence.

2. A concentrated program of one-half squats will

increase leg-strength at the one per cent level of -confidence.

3. A c9ncentrated program of arm curls will increase

arm strength at -the one per cent level of ·confidence.

4. A weight training program designed to increase strength

is beneficial in maintaining running speed in the forty-yard

dash.

5. An increase in leg strength will not always result

in an improvement in running speed in the forty-yard dash.

6. Spe~d ~s important in basic human motor performance

and it would--indicete that a weight training program would.

increase speed.
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REcorvlr'IENDATION3

From the results of this study, the following

recommendations were made:

1. A further long term study be made using athletes.

2. A study be me.de using a v8riety of different

exercises such as the militAry press, snAtch, or clean And

jerk, and a combination of leg extensions and leg curls and

the ergometer.

3~ Use a shorter runhingdistance.

4. Use a.longer running distance.

5. Compare isotonic, isometric, and a regular weight

training program over a period of eight months.

6. Use college students.

7. Use junior high students.

8. Study the effects of a long term weight training

program. on. other e.spects of movement.

9. Strength is important in basic human motor perfor

mance and it is felt that a weight training program should

be part of a physical educators preparation.
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Appendix A contains the raw scores of both the

pre-test and post-test of the 40 yard dash, Bench Press,

One-half Squat and the Arm Curl for_each of the four

groups.



· . 'rEST SCORES for GROUP Et

40 Yard Dash Bench Press ~ Squat Arm Curl

5.6 5.4 140 195 310 485 90 125
5.6 5.6 145 185 lRO 105 60 85
4.9 4.8 120 170 110 490 75 95
5.4 5.2 125 170 210 -530 85 110
5.3 5.2 120 160 280 440 75 100
5.3 5.2 120 165 250 350 70 100
5.6 5.4 155 170 1'30 440 80 105
5.7 5.5 150 195 300 475 100 115
5.5 5.2 185 245 265 325 110 120
5.2 5.1 125· 165 250 420 _75 105
5.3 _ 5.2 140 175 260 490 95 120
5.1 -4.9 140 145 300 425 90 95
5.5 5•.4 150 190 225 -350 80 110

/-
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TEST SCORES for GROUP E2

6)

40 Yard Dash Bench Press ~ Squat Arm Curl

5.5 5.2 120 240 210 490 75 125
5.0 4.8 120 190 245 540 75 1)5
5.) 5.0 120 175 260 560 85 120
5.7 5.2 150 225 260 485 90 125
6.0 5.) . 100 190 210 520 55 85
5.7 5.4 . 1)0 210 210 490 . 75 1)0

. 6.0 5.3 130 205 . 240 570 75 120
5.7 5.6 80 195 240 535 75 125
~5. 5 5.4 80 165 180 395 55 75
5.4 5.2 100 175 210 425· 75 105
6.0 5.9 110 .160 300 390 65 90
5.5 5.2 80 145 225 360 80 110
5.4 5.1 140 175 290 500 90 140



TEST SCORES for GROUP E)
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40 Yard Dash Bench Press ~Sguat Arm Curl

5.5 5.3 120 160 '325 460 100 125
6.0 5.'3 125 160 '325 5'38 100 120
5.2 5.1 105 140 175 425 60 85
6.2 6.0 120 195 250 458 100 120
5.1 5.1 90 1'35 225 405 75 95
5.1 4.9 140 180 323 458 100 120
5.5 5.4 125 205 225 275 80 105
5.6 5.3 130 180 '325 538 80 120
5.7 5.2 140 170 325 538 90 120

- 5.7 5~6 115 165- 280 340 80 100
5.8 5.6 120 185 265 355 70 95
5.6 5.4 135 205

- 240 395 11590
5.4 5.4 140 215 250 400 85 120 -



TEST SCORES for GROU} Cl

65

40 Yard Dash Bench Press ~ Sauat Jl.rrr: Curl

5.3 5.3 130 1F?0 2R5 290 90 90
5.5 5.4 120 130 220 230 80 85
5.3 5.4 125 125 2'30 240 85 ~5

5.3 5.3 170 170 330 350 95 100
5.8 5.8 70 80 170 190 60 75
5.3 5.3 160 170 330 345 95 100
5.4 5.5 150 145 330 340 90 105
5.7 5.6 170 160 330 345 90 85
5.5 5.7 180 190 250 300 85 105
5.7 5.7 150 150 235 215 70 70
5.4 5.4 135 145 205 235 75 85
5.8 5.8 90 95 195 200 50 55
5.5 5.6 120 130 240 270 80 100




